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宇宙の構造形成
宇宙には「大規模構造」と呼ばれる宇宙全体に広がる非一様な質量分布の空間

パターンがある（   ）> 103 Mpc†

 メガパーセク 300万光年†1 Mpc = =

  宇宙最大の ‘構造物’→

（  天文観測を通じて様々な検証・制限）→
本講演では、

宇宙の大規模構造の進化を極限非平衡現象として捉え、
重力が生み出す構造の特徴と普遍性について概観

宇宙の標準モデル
にもとづく描像

‣  ダークマター、バリオン（＋ニュートリノ）から成る 

‣  宇宙膨張と重力相互作用の影響を受けて小さな “ゆらぎ” から進化

大規模構造の成り立ち・進化（＝構造形成）の理解は、宇宙論の一大テーマ

（通常の物質）
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大規模構造を見る
✓ 分光サーベイ✓ 撮像サーベイ

銀河サーベイによる観測

すばる望遠鏡

https://dc.watch.impress.co.jp/docs/review/special/545930.html https://www.nao.ac.jp/research/project/pfs.html

Subaru PFS

→ 銀河のスペクトルを取る→ 銀河の写真を撮る

多天体分光装置

HSC

超広視野
カメラ
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大規模構造を見る

Galaxy 
2D map

Galaxy 
3D map

赤方
偏移

撮像サーベイ 分光サーベイ
銀河サーベイによる観測
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宇宙の大規模構造

https://www.sdss.org/surveys/eboss/ Credits: EPFL and the SDSS Collaboration

スローンデジタルスカイサーベイ eBOSS  で見た銀河宇宙



大規模構造の形成
小さな密度ムラが “重力不安定性” によって増幅

しかも、 ダークマターは“冷たい”    コールドダークマター（CDM)→

ダークマターの重力

重力相互作用しかせず、十分過去から非相対論的粒子
= 速度分散が十分小さい  (mDM ≫ TDM)

宇宙マイクロ背景放射の非等方性、バリオンの追いつき現象、階層的クラスタリング、…

特に圧倒的なものが、

大スケールの観測ともマッチ：

温度質量
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ダークマター優勢宇宙の構造形成

ハローの形成とフィラメント構造の発展

z=18.3

z=5.7

z=1.4

z=0

http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/galform/millennium/

（20億年）

（10億年）

（47億年）

（138億年, 現在）

宇宙論的N体シミュレーションが描く宇宙

時間

125 h−1 Mpc
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宇宙論的 N 体シミュレーション
ダークマター分布を質点粒子の集まりで表し、それらの運動方程式を解く手法

Vlasov-Poisson方程式のシミュレーションも開発（ 極限に対応）N → ∞

周期境界条件の下で

様々なコードと大規模データが公開：

AbacusSummit, BACCO, Dark Quest, Illustris TNG, Quijote, Uchuu, …

Gadget-2/4, GreeM, PKDGRAV3, RAMSES, …

• 宇宙膨張と重力多体計算 

• 宇宙論的な初期条件（原始ゆらぎの性質にもとづくランダム密度・速度場の生成）
（ツリー、粒子・メッシュ法）

最近では、

注・N体シミュレーションでは扱えないダークマター候補もある（ Fuzzy DM, 後述）→

Yoshikawa et al. (‘13), Angulo & Hahn (’13), Sousbie & Colombi (’16)

(Angulo & Hahn ’22 for a review)
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重力進化のタイムスケール
  : 質量密度ρ
  : 粒子数N

Binney & Tremaine (’87, ’08) 
「Galactic Dynamics」

自由落下時間 (2体) 緩和時間
t� � (G �)�1/2

無衝突系 衝突系
初期条件 力学平衡 熱平衡　　

（実は不安定）

tff ∼ (G ρ)−1/2 trelax ∼ (N/ln N)tff

大規模構造の自由落下時間は宇宙年齢に匹敵（ 億年）：tff ∼ tage = 138

‣大規模構造は、基本的に無衝突系 

‣初期条件の痕跡を今でも残している（大規模構造の観測から宇宙論ができる理由）

注 注：ダークマターの
性質にも依る（後述)

 宇宙の構造形成は、本質的に非平衡過程→
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大スケールから小スケールまで

線形 ～ 弱非線形大スケール

小スケール † 非線形 ～ 強非線形

• 圧力ゼロ流体として記述
  摂動計算による高精度の予言→

（シングルストリーム近似）

• ゆらぎの振幅はスケールに依らず冪的成長

• 高密度領域に質量降着、ハローの形成・合体

質量密度ゆらぎ：    の大小で大別δ(x) ≡ ρ(x)/ρ − 1

• 解析計算は球対称自己相似解などに限られる

 実際には、バリオンの効果（銀河形成、AGNフィードバック）も効いてくる†

|δ | ∼ 𝒪(0.1)

δ ≳ 1

(e.g., Fillmore & Goldreich ’84, Bertshinger ’85, but see AT & Colombi ’17)

ほぼ一律に

(Bernardeau et al. ’02 for review)

δ ≫ 1

|δ | ≪ 1

（マルチストリーム）
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Springel et al. (’08)

ダークマターの性質によって顕著な違いが現れうる

ダークマターハロー

1 Mpc

(~3x106 光年)

• ダークマターからなる自己重力束縛系

• 重いハローには、バリオンが落ち込み、
星・銀河を形成  天文観測のターゲット→

（光学、重力レンズ、X線、サブミリ、…）

（力学的な準平衡状態）

• 広範な質量スケールに存在 ：†

（ : 太陽質量）M⊙

10−8 ∼ 1016 M⊙

 下限はダークマターの質量などに依る†

Diemand, Kuhlen & Madau (’06)
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3.2 Introduction 7

Figure 3-1. Cosmic observations bound the available dark matter parameter space and
probe dark matter physics over the entire allowed mass range. Cosmic probes explore the
fundamental physics of dark matter both through gravity alone and through dark matter
interactions with the Standard Model. Cosmic probes of dark matter physics are highly
complementary to cosmological measurements of dark energy, inflation, and neutrinos.
Furthermore, cosmic probes provide essential information for designing and interpreting
terrestrial searches for dark matter. Figure inspired by similar figures in the literature [e.g.,
22–24].

of dark matter—e.g., particle mass, time evolution, self-interaction cross section, and cou-
pling to the Standard Model or other dark sector particles—can imprint themselves on the
macroscopic distribution of dark matter in a detectable manner.

In addition, astrophysical observations complement terrestrial dark matter searches by pro-
viding input to direct and indirect dark matter experiments, and by enabling alternative
tests of any non-gravitational coupling(s) between dark matter and the Standard Model. For
example, astrophysical observations are required to (i) measure the local density and velocity
distribution of dark matter, an important input for designing and interpreting direct dark
matter searches, (ii) identify and characterize regions of high dark matter density, an impor-
tant input for targeting and interpreting indirect searches, and (iii) set strong constraints on
the particle properties of dark matter, an important input for designing novel terrestrial dark
matter experiments with viable discovery potential. In the event of a terrestrial dark matter

Community Planning Exercise: Snowmass 2021

arXiv:2209.08215 

Fuzzy Dark 
matter

Axion-like Dark 
Matter

Warm Dark 
Matter

Self-Interacting 
Dark Matter

Weakly Interacting 
Dark Matter

Primordial 
Black Holes

広大なディスカバリースペース !!

大スケールの構造形成は変えないが、 

小スケールの構造（ハロー）に影響   天文観測から候補を峻別できる可能性→

CDMの正体とハロー
コールドダークマター（CDM)の候補は何十桁の質量にわたって存在

（e.g., 小スケールのゆらぎにカットオフが入るなど）
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Satellite Galaxies in WDM 5

Figure 3. Images of the CDM (left) and WDM (right) level 2 haloes at z = 0. Intensity indicates the line-of-sight projected square
of the density, and hue the projected density-weighted velocity dispersion, ranging from blue (low velocity dispersion) to yellow (high
velocity dispersion). Each box is 1.5 Mpc on a side. Note the sharp caustics visible at large radii in the WDM image, several of which
are also present, although less well defined, in the CDM case.
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Figure 4. The correlation between subhalo maximum circular
velocity and the radius at which this maximum occurs. Sub-
haloes lying within 300kpc of the main halo centre are in-
cluded. The 12 CDM and WDM subhaloes with the most mas-
sive progenitors are shown as blue and red filled circles respec-
tively; the remaining subhaloes are shown as empty circles. The
shaded area represents the 2σ confidence region for possible hosts
of the 9 bright Milky Way dwarf spheroidals determined by
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011).

the same radii in the simulated subhaloes. To provide a fair
comparison we must choose the simulated subhaloes that
are most likely to correspond to those that host the 9 bright
dwarf spheroidals in the Milky Way. As stripping of sub-
haloes preferentially removes dark matter relative to the
more centrally concentrated stellar component, we choose to

associate final satellite luminosity with the maximum pro-
genitor mass for each surviving subhalo. This is essentially
the mass of the object as it falls into the main halo. The
smallest subhalo in each of our samples has an infall mass
of 3.2 × 109M⊙ in the WDM case, and 6.0 × 109M⊙ in the
CDM case.

The LMC, SMC and the Sagittarius dwarf are all
more luminous than the 9 dwarf spheroidals considered by
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011) and by us. As noted above, the
Milky Way is exceptional in hosting galaxies as bright as
the Magellanic Clouds, while Sagittarius is in the process of
being disrupted so its current mass is difficult to estimate.
Boylan-Kolchin et al. hypothesize that these three galaxies
all have values of Vmax > 60kms−1 at infall and exclude sim-
ulated subhaloes that have these values at infall as well as
Vmax > 40kms−1 at the present day from their analysis. In
what follows, we retain all subhaloes but, where appropri-
ate, we highlight those that might host large satellites akin
to the Magellanic Clouds and Sagittarius.

The circular velocity curves at z = 0 for the 12 sub-
haloes which had the most massive progenitors at infall are
shown in Fig. 5 for both WDM and CDM. The circular
velocities within the half-light radius of the 9 satellites mea-
sured by Wolf et al. (2010) are also plotted as symbols. Leo-
II has the smallest half-light radius, ∼ 200pc. To compare
the satellite data with the simulations we must first check
the convergence of the simulated subhalo masses within at
least this radius. We find that the median of the ratio of the
mass within 200pc in the Aq-W2 and Aq-W3 simulations is
W 2/W 3 ∼ 1.22, i.e., the mass within 200pc in the Aq-W2
simulation has converged to better than ∼ 22%.

As can be inferred from Fig. 5, the WDM subhaloes
have similar central masses to the observed satellite galax-

c⃝ 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–8

Warm DM

Structure and assembly of SIDM cluster-size haloes 3

Figure 1. The most massive halo in our sample (M200 ⇠ 2 ⇥ 1015 M� h�1) in the CDM (left) and SIDM1 (right) cases. The circle
marks the virial radius of the halo (R200 ⇠ 2 Mpc h�1).

40963 particles in the highest resolution region, which is sur-
rounded by regions of intermediate resolution and finally a
low resolution volume with an e↵ective resolution of 2563

particles. To construct the initial conditions of the zoom
simulations we followed closely the methodology described
in e.g. Onorbe et al. (2014):

• Pick the sample of 28 most massive “relaxed” haloes in
the parent simulation, as described above.

• Select the Lagrangian region around each of these
haloes at z = 0 in the parent simulation. This is the tar-
get region for resimulation.

• Traceback the particles to the initial target redshift for
resimulation (z = 50) by matching the unique particle ID
numbers across redshifts.

• Compute the initial conditions for the zoom simulation
using the code MUSIC2 (Hahn & Abel 2011), specifying the
ellipsoidal (or cuboid) region containing the targeted parti-
cles at z = 50 as the high resolution region (see Appendix
A1 for more details and convergence tests).

For the high resolution region, the e↵ective Plummer
equivalent gravitational softening length is ✏ = 5.4 kpc h�1,
while the particle mass is mp = 1.271⇥ 109 M� h�1.

Our final simulation suite consists of 28 haloes sim-
ulated with the same initial conditions in CDM, SIDM1
and SIDM0.1, with a virial mass and radius range in be-
tween: R200 ⇡ 1300 � 2000 kpc h�1, and M200 ⇡ 0.5 �

1.9 ⇥ 1015 M� h�1. Except for the most massive clus-
ter, the sample has a narrow distribution centered around
M200 ⇠ 0.9 ⇥ 1015 M� h�1 and R200 ⇠ 1550 kpc h�1 (see
figure A1). A visual impression structural di↵erences be-
tween CDM and SIDM haloes is given in Figure 1, where
we show dark matter density projections for the most mas-
sive of our haloes for CDM and SIDM1 in the left and right
panels, respectively. For each simulation, we have created
halo catalogues, first by using the friends-of-friends (FOF)
algorithm and then using the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel

2 https://people.phys.ethz.ch/⇠hahn/MUSIC/

et al. 2001) to identify selfbound (sub)haloes. The particles
within the main halo of a given structure are the main focus
of our study.

We note that for the main halo properties analysed in
this work – density, halo shape, and velocity anisotropy ra-
dial profiles – we performed convergence tests to determine
the spatial resolutions we can trust. These are described in
Appendix A.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Relaxation

Having defined our halo relaxation criteria in section 2, we
now study how our ensemble of haloes di↵er between the
CDM and SIDM1 parent simulations in regards to their equi-
librium states (there is a negligible di↵erence between CDM
and SIDM0.1) by looking at all haloes with more than 500
particles. We find that the number of haloes satisfying our
relaxation criteria di↵er significantly between the two cos-
mologies, with almost 20% more relaxed haloes in SIDM1
at z = 0 (40% if we only examine the most massive haloes
with more than 1000 particles, see Table 1).

Examining each criteria separately, we find that the viri-
alization threshold, 2T/|U | < 1.35, is the most important
one in explaining this di↵erence (this holds up to z ⇠ 1;
the number of resolved haloes drops quickly above this
redshift). The median of the distribution of 2T/|U | values
is approximately 0.5�1% lower in SIDM1 than in CDM
(0 < z < 1). We interpret this result as a consequence of
the inside-out ‘heat’ transfer that occurs during dark mat-
ter self-interactions, which leads to the thermalization of the
central regions. Despite commonly assumed to impact only
the innermost regions of haloes, we find that self-interactions
with a cross section of 1 cm2 gr�1 are strong enough to a↵ect
the global virial ratio of the entire halo.

Kim et al. (2017) found that dark matter self-
interactions ultimately shorten the timescales of halo merg-
ers, despite competition between the enhanced momentum

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)

Self-Interacting DM

BECDM haloes 5
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Figure 1. Volume rendering of the density field in one of our simulations of the formation of a virialized BECDM halo through multiple

mergers. We merge isolated soliton cores (t = 0) until a single bound halo forms, which is characterised by a stable soliton core at the

center of the halo and quantum fluctuations throughout the domain. The volume rendering shows isocontours of density di↵ering by

factors of 10. Insets show projected density in log-space. The bottom panel shows the time evolution of the total energy E, potential

energy W , classical kinetic energy Kv , and quantum gradient energy K⇢ in the simulation.

c� 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14

Fuzzy DM  WIMP DMσ/mDM ∼ 𝒪(1) cm2/g

3.2 Introduction 7

Figure 3-1. Cosmic observations bound the available dark matter parameter space and
probe dark matter physics over the entire allowed mass range. Cosmic probes explore the
fundamental physics of dark matter both through gravity alone and through dark matter
interactions with the Standard Model. Cosmic probes of dark matter physics are highly
complementary to cosmological measurements of dark energy, inflation, and neutrinos.
Furthermore, cosmic probes provide essential information for designing and interpreting
terrestrial searches for dark matter. Figure inspired by similar figures in the literature [e.g.,
22–24].

of dark matter—e.g., particle mass, time evolution, self-interaction cross section, and cou-
pling to the Standard Model or other dark sector particles—can imprint themselves on the
macroscopic distribution of dark matter in a detectable manner.

In addition, astrophysical observations complement terrestrial dark matter searches by pro-
viding input to direct and indirect dark matter experiments, and by enabling alternative
tests of any non-gravitational coupling(s) between dark matter and the Standard Model. For
example, astrophysical observations are required to (i) measure the local density and velocity
distribution of dark matter, an important input for designing and interpreting direct dark
matter searches, (ii) identify and characterize regions of high dark matter density, an impor-
tant input for targeting and interpreting indirect searches, and (iii) set strong constraints on
the particle properties of dark matter, an important input for designing novel terrestrial dark
matter experiments with viable discovery potential. In the event of a terrestrial dark matter

Community Planning Exercise: Snowmass 2021

arXiv:2209.08215 

Fuzzy Dark 
matter

Axion-like Dark 
Matter

Warm Dark 
Matter

Self-Interacting 
Dark Matter

Weakly Interacting 
Dark Matter

Primordial 
Black Holes

コールドダークマター（CDM)の候補は何十桁の質量にわたって存在
CDMの正体とハロー

https://wwwmpa.mpa-
garching.mpg.de/galform/
millennium-II/
index.html#Images 
arxiv.org/abs/1104.2929 
arxiv.org/abs/1705.00623 
arxiv.org/abs/1705.05845
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それぞれの特徴 実はわかっていない点も多い
CDMの正体とハロー

WIMP 中心の弱いカスプ構造 とたくさんのサブストラクチャー
Self-

interactig
中心は平坦なコア構造と多様性に富んだサブストラクチャー (cored or cuspy)

Warm 中心は弱いカスプ構造を持つ一方、サブストラクチャーは抑制

Fuzzy ソリトン的な安定なコア構造と、波動性・干渉性による大きなゆらぎ

† († ρ(r) ∝ r−1∼−1.5)

Satellite Galaxies in WDM 5

Figure 3. Images of the CDM (left) and WDM (right) level 2 haloes at z = 0. Intensity indicates the line-of-sight projected square
of the density, and hue the projected density-weighted velocity dispersion, ranging from blue (low velocity dispersion) to yellow (high
velocity dispersion). Each box is 1.5 Mpc on a side. Note the sharp caustics visible at large radii in the WDM image, several of which
are also present, although less well defined, in the CDM case.
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Figure 4. The correlation between subhalo maximum circular
velocity and the radius at which this maximum occurs. Sub-
haloes lying within 300kpc of the main halo centre are in-
cluded. The 12 CDM and WDM subhaloes with the most mas-
sive progenitors are shown as blue and red filled circles respec-
tively; the remaining subhaloes are shown as empty circles. The
shaded area represents the 2σ confidence region for possible hosts
of the 9 bright Milky Way dwarf spheroidals determined by
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011).

the same radii in the simulated subhaloes. To provide a fair
comparison we must choose the simulated subhaloes that
are most likely to correspond to those that host the 9 bright
dwarf spheroidals in the Milky Way. As stripping of sub-
haloes preferentially removes dark matter relative to the
more centrally concentrated stellar component, we choose to

associate final satellite luminosity with the maximum pro-
genitor mass for each surviving subhalo. This is essentially
the mass of the object as it falls into the main halo. The
smallest subhalo in each of our samples has an infall mass
of 3.2 × 109M⊙ in the WDM case, and 6.0 × 109M⊙ in the
CDM case.

The LMC, SMC and the Sagittarius dwarf are all
more luminous than the 9 dwarf spheroidals considered by
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011) and by us. As noted above, the
Milky Way is exceptional in hosting galaxies as bright as
the Magellanic Clouds, while Sagittarius is in the process of
being disrupted so its current mass is difficult to estimate.
Boylan-Kolchin et al. hypothesize that these three galaxies
all have values of Vmax > 60kms−1 at infall and exclude sim-
ulated subhaloes that have these values at infall as well as
Vmax > 40kms−1 at the present day from their analysis. In
what follows, we retain all subhaloes but, where appropri-
ate, we highlight those that might host large satellites akin
to the Magellanic Clouds and Sagittarius.

The circular velocity curves at z = 0 for the 12 sub-
haloes which had the most massive progenitors at infall are
shown in Fig. 5 for both WDM and CDM. The circular
velocities within the half-light radius of the 9 satellites mea-
sured by Wolf et al. (2010) are also plotted as symbols. Leo-
II has the smallest half-light radius, ∼ 200pc. To compare
the satellite data with the simulations we must first check
the convergence of the simulated subhalo masses within at
least this radius. We find that the median of the ratio of the
mass within 200pc in the Aq-W2 and Aq-W3 simulations is
W 2/W 3 ∼ 1.22, i.e., the mass within 200pc in the Aq-W2
simulation has converged to better than ∼ 22%.

As can be inferred from Fig. 5, the WDM subhaloes
have similar central masses to the observed satellite galax-

c⃝ 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–8

Warm DM

Structure and assembly of SIDM cluster-size haloes 3

Figure 1. The most massive halo in our sample (M200 ⇠ 2 ⇥ 1015 M� h�1) in the CDM (left) and SIDM1 (right) cases. The circle
marks the virial radius of the halo (R200 ⇠ 2 Mpc h�1).

40963 particles in the highest resolution region, which is sur-
rounded by regions of intermediate resolution and finally a
low resolution volume with an e↵ective resolution of 2563

particles. To construct the initial conditions of the zoom
simulations we followed closely the methodology described
in e.g. Onorbe et al. (2014):

• Pick the sample of 28 most massive “relaxed” haloes in
the parent simulation, as described above.

• Select the Lagrangian region around each of these
haloes at z = 0 in the parent simulation. This is the tar-
get region for resimulation.

• Traceback the particles to the initial target redshift for
resimulation (z = 50) by matching the unique particle ID
numbers across redshifts.

• Compute the initial conditions for the zoom simulation
using the code MUSIC2 (Hahn & Abel 2011), specifying the
ellipsoidal (or cuboid) region containing the targeted parti-
cles at z = 50 as the high resolution region (see Appendix
A1 for more details and convergence tests).

For the high resolution region, the e↵ective Plummer
equivalent gravitational softening length is ✏ = 5.4 kpc h�1,
while the particle mass is mp = 1.271⇥ 109 M� h�1.

Our final simulation suite consists of 28 haloes sim-
ulated with the same initial conditions in CDM, SIDM1
and SIDM0.1, with a virial mass and radius range in be-
tween: R200 ⇡ 1300 � 2000 kpc h�1, and M200 ⇡ 0.5 �

1.9 ⇥ 1015 M� h�1. Except for the most massive clus-
ter, the sample has a narrow distribution centered around
M200 ⇠ 0.9 ⇥ 1015 M� h�1 and R200 ⇠ 1550 kpc h�1 (see
figure A1). A visual impression structural di↵erences be-
tween CDM and SIDM haloes is given in Figure 1, where
we show dark matter density projections for the most mas-
sive of our haloes for CDM and SIDM1 in the left and right
panels, respectively. For each simulation, we have created
halo catalogues, first by using the friends-of-friends (FOF)
algorithm and then using the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel

2 https://people.phys.ethz.ch/⇠hahn/MUSIC/

et al. 2001) to identify selfbound (sub)haloes. The particles
within the main halo of a given structure are the main focus
of our study.

We note that for the main halo properties analysed in
this work – density, halo shape, and velocity anisotropy ra-
dial profiles – we performed convergence tests to determine
the spatial resolutions we can trust. These are described in
Appendix A.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Relaxation

Having defined our halo relaxation criteria in section 2, we
now study how our ensemble of haloes di↵er between the
CDM and SIDM1 parent simulations in regards to their equi-
librium states (there is a negligible di↵erence between CDM
and SIDM0.1) by looking at all haloes with more than 500
particles. We find that the number of haloes satisfying our
relaxation criteria di↵er significantly between the two cos-
mologies, with almost 20% more relaxed haloes in SIDM1
at z = 0 (40% if we only examine the most massive haloes
with more than 1000 particles, see Table 1).

Examining each criteria separately, we find that the viri-
alization threshold, 2T/|U | < 1.35, is the most important
one in explaining this di↵erence (this holds up to z ⇠ 1;
the number of resolved haloes drops quickly above this
redshift). The median of the distribution of 2T/|U | values
is approximately 0.5�1% lower in SIDM1 than in CDM
(0 < z < 1). We interpret this result as a consequence of
the inside-out ‘heat’ transfer that occurs during dark mat-
ter self-interactions, which leads to the thermalization of the
central regions. Despite commonly assumed to impact only
the innermost regions of haloes, we find that self-interactions
with a cross section of 1 cm2 gr�1 are strong enough to a↵ect
the global virial ratio of the entire halo.

Kim et al. (2017) found that dark matter self-
interactions ultimately shorten the timescales of halo merg-
ers, despite competition between the enhanced momentum
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Figure 1. Volume rendering of the density field in one of our simulations of the formation of a virialized BECDM halo through multiple

mergers. We merge isolated soliton cores (t = 0) until a single bound halo forms, which is characterised by a stable soliton core at the

center of the halo and quantum fluctuations throughout the domain. The volume rendering shows isocontours of density di↵ering by

factors of 10. Insets show projected density in log-space. The bottom panel shows the time evolution of the total energy E, potential

energy W , classical kinetic energy Kv , and quantum gradient energy K⇢ in the simulation.
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ʲ ʢ̰ʣܭڀݚըɺํڀݚ๏ͳͲ 1⃝ʢ͖ͭͮʣ ʳ
ֶज़มֵʢ̖ʣʢܭըʣ ̎

ΔͨΊɺີϓϩ͜ىʹతޮ͕ͷΤωϧΪʔަ࢜ಉࢠཚΛ௨ͯ͡μʔΫϚλʔཻࢄͯ
ϑΝΠϧ͕ͳ·͞ΕɺʮίΞʯͱݺΕΔখεέʔϧͷߏ͕࡞ΒΕΔɻ͜ͷίΞͷαΠζ
μʔΫϚλʔͷࣗݾ૬࡞ޓ༻ͷ͞ڧʹґଘ͢Δɻ

• ϑΝδʔμʔΫϚλʔʢۃΊ͍ͯܰΞΫγΦϯͳͲʣɿ௨ৗΞΫγΦϯ CDMͱͯ͠ৼΔ
͏ͨΊɺߏܗͷ؍͔ΒWIMPͱ۠ผ͢Δ͜ͱͰ͖ͳ͍ɻ͔͠͠ͳ͕Βͦͷ࣭
ྔ͕ 10−22 eVͷΑ͏ʹۃʹ͍ܰ߹ɺυɾϒϩΠ͕ఱจֶతʹϚΫϩͳεέʔϧʹ
ΒΕΔɻ͜ͷΑ͏ͳީ͑ߟΒΕΔͱ࡞͕ߏͿͨΊɺྫ͑ᛙখۜՏͷத৺෦ʹಛతͳٴ
ิΛ૯ͯ͡ϑΝδʔμʔΫϚλʔʢFDMʣͱݺͿɻ

• ϒϥοΫϗʔϧʢPrimordial࢝ݪ Black Hole; PBHʣɿӉॳظʹ૬సҠͳͲͰܗ͞Ε͏
ΔPBHμʔΫϚλʔͷީิͰ͋Δ͕ɺ༷ʑͳ؍ଌత੍͔ݶΒɺಉ࣌ʹWIMPͳͲͷૉ
ଘ͢ΔՄੑ͕ٞ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻେ͖͍εέʔϧͰͷCDMڞతμʔΫϚλʔͱࢠཻ

ͷ߹ͱಉͩ͡ͱ͑ߟΒΕ͍ͯΔ͕ɺϋϩʔத৺෦ͳͲʹ͓͍ͯ PBHपΓʹWIMPΛޮ
Α߱͘ண͠ɺۃΊͯີͷ͍ߴεύΠΫͱݺΕΔߏΛ࡞Δ͜ͱ͕ࢦఠ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻɹ

冷たい 
ダークマター

暖かい 
ダークマター

自己相互作用 
ダークマター

ファジー 
ダークマター

粒子質量 
>GeV-TeV

粒子質量 
keV程度

相互作用 
反応率

粒子質量 
10-22 eV程度

• 多様な質量のハロー 
• NFWプロファイル

• 小質量ハロー消失 
• NFWプロファイル

• 多様な質量のハロー 
• プロファイルにコア

• 多様な質量のハロー 
• 量子力学的効果

CDM WDM SIDM FDM通
称

物
理
的
性
質

天
体
的
特
徴

ਤ 1: ༷ʑͳμʔΫϚλʔީิཻࢠͷ߹ʹظ͞Ε
Δɺখεέʔϧʹ͓͚Δͷҧ͍ɻPBH͜͜Ͱ
͍ࣔͯ͠ͳ͍͕ɺϋϩʔத৺෦Λআ͚ CDMͱಉ༷
ͷߏΛ༗͢Δɻ

͜ΕΒͷՄੑɺ௨ৗ࠷ॳʹཧ
తʹࢦఠ͞Εͨͷͷɺͦͷॏཁੑ͕
ཱ֬͢ΔͨΊʹɺେنγϛϡ
ϨʔγϣϯΛ༻͍͔͕ͨܽ͜͢ূݕͱ
ͷͰ͖ͳ͍ͷͰ͋ͬͨɻӉͷߏ
ͳܗۜՏεέʔϧͳͲͰඇઢܗ
ਐԽΛ͢ΔͨΊɺ७ਮʹཧɾղੳత
ʹղ͘ͷ͕ෆՄʹͳΔͷ͕ݪҼͰ͋
Δɻैͬͯɺຊڀݚʹ͓͍ͯγ
ϛϡϨʔγϣϯͷ։ൃओཁͳׂΛ
୲͏͜ͱͱͳΔɻ͔͠͠ͳ͕Βɺ
γϛϡϨʔγϣϯʹ࣮ݱతʹେ͖ͳ
͕͍͔͖ͭͭ͘·ͱ͏ɻ५ͳܭ
͓ʹڥڀݚͷࠓࡢϦιʔε͕͋Δࢉ
͍ͯ͑͞ɺ͏͑ߟΔཧϓϩηεΛ
ཏతʹؚΊ্ͨͰߏܗͷڀݚΛߦ
͏͜ͱ࣮࣭ෆՄͰ͋Δɻ͞Βʹɺ
౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͳٞΛՄʹ͢ΔͨΊ
ʹɺ͜ͷΑ͏ͳγϛϡϨʔγϣϯΛ

গͳ͘ͱඦʹͬͯ܁Γฦ͞ͳͯ͘ͳΒͳ͍ɻ non-WIMPμʔΫϚλʔͷ߹ʹ
ΑΓਂࠁͰɺ֤Ϟσϧʹ͖ͭগͳ͘ͱݸͷࣗ༝ύϥϝʔλʢμʔΫϚλʔ࣭ྔɺࢄཚஅ໘ੵɺ
ʣ͕ଘ͢ࡏΔɻμʔΫϚλʔͷۃڀతཧղΛಘΔͨΊʹɺͦͷେͳଟݩ࣍ύϥϝʔλ
ۭؒͷҰҰʹ͖ͭෳͷγϛϡϨʔγϣϯΛ͢Δ͜ͱ͕ٻΊΒΕΔɻ
ͳ͓ɺཧతՌΛ࠷େ؍ʹݶଌϑΟʔυόοΫ͢Δ্ͰɺఱͷՏۜՏ͔ΒۜՏஂεέʔϧ

ʹ͓ΑͿɺߏܗΛแׅతʹཧղ͢Δ͜ͱ͍·ͩຊ࣭తͰ͋ΔɻॏྗϨϯζɾXઢ؍ଌͳͲ
͔ΒಘΒΕΔ๛ͳ؍ଌతใ͔ΒμʔΫϚλʔީิΛफ़ผ͢Δ্ͰɺີߏҎ֎ʹ
ؚΊͨɺҐஔɾ ॏྗਐԽͷಛੑͷղ໌͕ෆՄܽͰ͋Δɻ͜ͷͷղܗͷඇઢۭؒݩ࣍6
໌ֶज़తʹҙٛਂ͍͚ͩͰͳ͘ɺԤभӉؔػͷ Gaiaຊͷ JASMINEܭըͳͲɺҐஔఱ
จֶʹΑΔߴਫ਼μʔΫϚλʔ୳ࠪΛՄʹ͠ɺੈ࣍ۜՏ؍ଌσʔλ͔ΒμʔΫϚλʔͷਖ਼ମ
ղ໌ʹܾఆతͳূڌΛͨΒ͠ಘΔɻͨͩɺ࣌ݱͰɺͦ͏ͨ͠؍͔ΒڀݚΛߦͳ͍ͬͯΔά
ϧʔϓੈքతʹݶΒΕ͓ͯΓɺߴͳ౷ܭతख๏ʹͱͮ͘࠷దͳμʔΫϚλʔݕग़͋Δ͍
फ़ผΛ͢ΔͨΊͷํ๏ͷ։ൃɾߟҊࣗମɺޙࠓਐΊΔ͖՝Ͱ͋ΔɻຊΛ࢝Ίੈք֤

重力の非線形性が導く普遍性？

• 擬位相空間密度プロファイル   は、ハロー
外縁まで単一べきで記述

Q(r)

Q(r) ≡ ρ(r)/{σv(r)}3 ∝ r−1.875

• 全体の密度構造は NFW/Einasto プロファイル
で記述

r/rs

ρ(r)/ρs
r−3

r−1∼−3/2

Wikipedia

(Taylor & Navarro ’01)

(Navarro, Frenk & White ’96, ’97, Einasto ’65)

（１）WIMP DM：弱いカスプを持った冪的構造
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The smoothing length, hi, of each particle is defined implicitly by
the smallest volume that contains Nngb nearest neighbours:

hi =
(

Nngb
3

4π

mi

ρi

)1/3

. (3)

We use, as default, Nngb = 48 for our lower resolution runs and 64
for the level-2 Aquarius haloes.

Given Nngb, the local velocity dispersion for particle i is given by
σ 2

i = v2 − v2, where the unweighted averages are computed over
all Nngb neighbours.

2.4.3 Relaxation criteria

In order to minimize the effect of transient, rapidly evolving evolu-
tionary stages, such as ongoing mergers, we impose (when explicitly
stated) relaxation criteria similar to those introduced by Neto et al.
(2007). These include restrictions on the fraction of the virial mass
in self-bound substructures, f sub = Msub(r < r200)/M200 < 0.07;
on the offset between the centre of mass of the halo and its true
centre (as defined by the particle with minimum potential energy),
doff = |rCM − rcen|/r200 < 0.05; and on the virial ratio of kinetic to
potential energies, 2K/|#| < 1.3.

In practice, when a halo does not satisfy the relaxation criteria
at z = 0 we track its main progenitor back in time until we find
the first snapshot when it does. This typically occurs at redshifts
less than ∼0.2, but in one case we had to go back in time until
z ∼ 0.8 in order to find a suitably ‘relaxed’ configuration. In what
follows, we shall consider relaxed configurations only for the lower
resolution haloes but take the z = 0 configuration for the Aquarius

haloes. As we show below, the results are similar in the two cases,
which means that our conclusions are not particularly sensitive to
our requirement of dynamical equilibrium.

The properties of each halo in our sample at z = 0 are listed
in Table 1. Here we list the virial mass, M200; the virial radius,
r200; the number of particles (N200) within r200; the gravitational
softening, ϵG; and the convergence radius, rconv. The peak of the
circular velocity curve is also specified by rmax and Vmax.

3 PSEUDO-PHASE-SPAC E D ENSITY PROFILES

3.1 Spherically averaged Q profiles

Fig. 1 shows the spherically averaged Q(r) profiles for all haloes
in our sample, together with residuals from various best fits. The
left-hand and right-hand panels correspond to Q(r) and Qr(r), re-
spectively. The plotted profiles extend from the convergence radius,
rconv, to the virial radius, r200. The middle panels show residuals
from best fits to the region inside r−2 with an r−1.875 power law.
All profiles are normalized to the scale radius, r−2, and vertically
according to the power-law best fit. The bottom panels show resid-
uals from fits to the rconv < r < r200 profile with a power law with a
free-floating exponent, Q ∝ rχ .

A few things are worth noting in this figure. The first is how
closely both the Q(r) and Qr(r) profiles follow simple power laws,
from the innermost resolved radius out to r200. In the case of Q(r),
even when the exponent of the fit is fixed at χ = −1.875, which
means that a single free parameter (the vertical normalization)
is allowed, residuals from best fits do not exceed ∼30 per cent

Figure 1. Spherically averaged pseudo-phase-space density profiles for the 21 dark matter haloes in our sample. The six level-2 Aquarius haloes are shown at
z = 0 (red dot–dashed lines) and the other 15 (solid blue) are shown at the most recent redshift when they pass the dynamical relaxation criteria (Section 2.4.3).
The left-hand panels correspond to Q(r) ≡ ρ/σ 3; the right-hand panels correspond to the ‘radial’ Qr(r) ≡ ρ/σ 3

r . Radii are scaled to the scale radius, r−2, of
each halo. The middle panels show residuals from the best r−1.875 power-law fit to the rconv < r < r−2 portion of the profiles. These best fits are also used
to choose the vertical normalization of each profile in the top panels, so as to minimize the halo-to-halo scatter in the inner profiles. The bottom panels are
analogous to the middle ones, but for power-law fits over the whole range rconv < r < r200, with a free-floating exponent, rχ . Values of χ and χ r for each halo
are listed in Table 2.
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The smoothing length, hi, of each particle is defined implicitly by
the smallest volume that contains Nngb nearest neighbours:

hi =
(

Nngb
3

4π

mi

ρi

)1/3

. (3)

We use, as default, Nngb = 48 for our lower resolution runs and 64
for the level-2 Aquarius haloes.

Given Nngb, the local velocity dispersion for particle i is given by
σ 2

i = v2 − v2, where the unweighted averages are computed over
all Nngb neighbours.

2.4.3 Relaxation criteria

In order to minimize the effect of transient, rapidly evolving evolu-
tionary stages, such as ongoing mergers, we impose (when explicitly
stated) relaxation criteria similar to those introduced by Neto et al.
(2007). These include restrictions on the fraction of the virial mass
in self-bound substructures, f sub = Msub(r < r200)/M200 < 0.07;
on the offset between the centre of mass of the halo and its true
centre (as defined by the particle with minimum potential energy),
doff = |rCM − rcen|/r200 < 0.05; and on the virial ratio of kinetic to
potential energies, 2K/|#| < 1.3.

In practice, when a halo does not satisfy the relaxation criteria
at z = 0 we track its main progenitor back in time until we find
the first snapshot when it does. This typically occurs at redshifts
less than ∼0.2, but in one case we had to go back in time until
z ∼ 0.8 in order to find a suitably ‘relaxed’ configuration. In what
follows, we shall consider relaxed configurations only for the lower
resolution haloes but take the z = 0 configuration for the Aquarius

haloes. As we show below, the results are similar in the two cases,
which means that our conclusions are not particularly sensitive to
our requirement of dynamical equilibrium.

The properties of each halo in our sample at z = 0 are listed
in Table 1. Here we list the virial mass, M200; the virial radius,
r200; the number of particles (N200) within r200; the gravitational
softening, ϵG; and the convergence radius, rconv. The peak of the
circular velocity curve is also specified by rmax and Vmax.

3 PSEUDO-PHASE-SPAC E D ENSITY PROFILES

3.1 Spherically averaged Q profiles

Fig. 1 shows the spherically averaged Q(r) profiles for all haloes
in our sample, together with residuals from various best fits. The
left-hand and right-hand panels correspond to Q(r) and Qr(r), re-
spectively. The plotted profiles extend from the convergence radius,
rconv, to the virial radius, r200. The middle panels show residuals
from best fits to the region inside r−2 with an r−1.875 power law.
All profiles are normalized to the scale radius, r−2, and vertically
according to the power-law best fit. The bottom panels show resid-
uals from fits to the rconv < r < r200 profile with a power law with a
free-floating exponent, Q ∝ rχ .

A few things are worth noting in this figure. The first is how
closely both the Q(r) and Qr(r) profiles follow simple power laws,
from the innermost resolved radius out to r200. In the case of Q(r),
even when the exponent of the fit is fixed at χ = −1.875, which
means that a single free parameter (the vertical normalization)
is allowed, residuals from best fits do not exceed ∼30 per cent

Figure 1. Spherically averaged pseudo-phase-space density profiles for the 21 dark matter haloes in our sample. The six level-2 Aquarius haloes are shown at
z = 0 (red dot–dashed lines) and the other 15 (solid blue) are shown at the most recent redshift when they pass the dynamical relaxation criteria (Section 2.4.3).
The left-hand panels correspond to Q(r) ≡ ρ/σ 3; the right-hand panels correspond to the ‘radial’ Qr(r) ≡ ρ/σ 3

r . Radii are scaled to the scale radius, r−2, of
each halo. The middle panels show residuals from the best r−1.875 power-law fit to the rconv < r < r−2 portion of the profiles. These best fits are also used
to choose the vertical normalization of each profile in the top panels, so as to minimize the halo-to-halo scatter in the inner profiles. The bottom panels are
analogous to the middle ones, but for power-law fits over the whole range rconv < r < r200, with a free-floating exponent, rχ . Values of χ and χ r for each halo
are listed in Table 2.
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何か深淵なものが他にも隠されている？

速度分散
r−1.875

Q(r)

(Ishiyama et al. ’10; Delos & White’22)

原始ハローのプロンプトカスプ  ρ ∝ r−3/2

( (
WIMPハロー

NFW
Einasto
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位相空間に隠れた普遍構造
Enomoto, Nishimichi & AT (’23, ’24)

 ハロー中のダークマターは中心周りを周回運動   周回数 p  で粒子を分類→
玉ねぎ構造をした位相空間

Universal multi-stream profiles of CDM halos 15

Figure 18. Same as in Fig. 15, but di�erent fitting formulae for �(?) and ( (?) . In the upper panels, fractional di�erences between the total profiles in HR
simulation and

Õ
?�1 dstream (A ; ?) using Eqs. (17) and (18) for �(?) and ( (?) (solid line), and the best fit NFW (dashed line) and Einasto (dot-dashed line)

profiles for the HR total profile are shown. The vertical arrows indicate the resolution limit of the LR simulation. The shaded regions indicate the estimated
uncertainties of the solid line, which are propagated from the statistical error in the stacked profile through the uncertainties in (17) and (18).

Figure 19. Density profiles and phase-space distributions of particles separated by ? (color-coded as the color bar indicates), and total density profile (blue solid
line in the top row, and magenta line in the bottom row). As a representative of # -body halo, we show the distributions of the same halo shown in Fig. 8 in
the top row. Note that the virial overdensity �vir is 18c2 in EdS universe (background metric of self-similar solution), and it is di�erent from those in ⇤CDM
universe, 313 at I = 0. Here we set �vir = 313 and normalize the coordinates in the self-similar solution. This does not change the shape of density profiles.
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各 p の密度プロファイルは２重冪則に従う
（足し合わせるとNFW/Einastoプロファイルが再現）

4

Figure 2. Stacked radial density profiles of N -body particles with even number of apocenter passages, ranging from p = 4 to
40. The four mass bins are displayed in the upper three and the lower left panel for S, M, L and XL, respectively. Additionally,
the lower middle and right panels show the results obtained from 460 halos in the mass range [4.1011, 2.30⇥1012]h�1M�, which
are further divided into the two subsamples based on the concentration parameter cvir and accretion rate �dyn, respectively (see
text in detail). In each panel, the fitted results with Equation (1) are depicted as solid lines.

Figure 3. Dependence of the characteristic density A
(upper) and scale S (lower) on the number of apocenter pas-
sages, p, as determined by fitting to Equation (1) in di↵erent
symbols four mass bins (see legend). The thin solid curves
represent the fitting formulae, Eqs. (2) and (3). For compar-
ison, predictions of the Fillmore-Goldreich self-similar solu-
tions are also shown, for specific values of the parameter ✏
(1/15, 1/6 and 1). In plotting these predictions, we identify
the position of radial caustics in the self-similar solutions
with the characteristic scale S(p), and derive A(p) by equat-
ing the masses contained in each stream. The shaded regions
for the predictions indicate uncertainty in identifying S(p)
with the position of the p-th or (p + 1)-th radial caustics of
the self-similar solutions.

log[M(t� tdyn)]}/{log[a(t)]� log[a(t� tdyn)]} with tdyn

being the dynamical time estimated from halo masses

(Diemer 2017)4. We divide the halos into two halves,
one with high values of these indicators and the other
with low values.
The middle bottom (right bottom) panel of Figure 2

depicts the results for two subsamples having low and
high values of cvir (�dyn), represented by red and black
colors, respectively. Again, a good agreement between
the double power-law function and measured profiles is
observed over a wide range of p. A close look at each
stream profile reveals that halos with high concentra-
tion or low accretion-rate tend to have a large amplitude
A(p) and a large characteristic scale S(p). These trends
are particularly evident for larger p, suggesting that the
universal double power-law feature is established in a
self-regulated manner during the orbital motion in the
multi-stream region, where the diversity of mass accre-
tion and merger histories tend to be erased and only be
imprinted in A(p) and S(p).
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the results

obtained in this Letter from a dynamical viewpoint, it
would be beneficial to compare them with self-similar so-
lutions. While self-similar solutions are only valid in the
Einstein-de Sitter universe, the secondary infall model
of Bertschinger (1985) has been shown to reproduce the
pseudo phase-space density of Q(r) / r�1.875 found in

4 We use the virial mass, Mvir, to measure �dyn, whereas Diemer
(2017) uses M200m.
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−8 (see also Diemer 2023 for an alternative characterization of
the outer cutoff for orbiting particles). More notably, the inner
slope tends to be consistent with −1 for most cases, except for
orbits with p 10 for the XL sample, which exhibit a shallower
slope. This is likely due to the sensitivity of these low-p orbits to
recent mass accretion or merger history (e.g., Sugiura et al.
2020). However, this trend tends to be erased after several
orbits, reaching a universal slope for p 10, indicating a self-
similar growth of phase-space structure.

To quantitatively assess the double power-law nature of each
stream, we compare the total density profile from HR for halos
that have been matched with LR to the prediction obtained by

summing the individual double power-law profiles described by
Equations (1)–(3).6 The results are shown in Figure 4, where the
solid lines with shaded regions represent the prediction based on
the double power-law model, taking into account the
uncertainties in the numerical coefficients in the fit. Our model
is in good agreement with HR for all four mass bins. Notably,
we can recover the profile even at r R r R1.2 Maxvir LR vir( )£/ / ,
despite the fact that the individual profiles for each pare fitted to
the scales larger than r R1.2 Max LR vir( )/ and only up to p= 40.
This suggests that the model effectively extrapolates the mass
distribution to large values of p beyond the resolution limit of
LR. In the lower panel, we can observe the transition of the
slope from −3 to −1 in different models.7

4. Discussion

4.1. Dependence on Halo Samples

The remarkable double power-law features in Section 3 are
seen in mass-selected halo samples. Here, to assess the
robustness of our findings, we analyze a subset of 460 halos
within a specific mass range [4.10× 1011, 2.39× 1012] h−1Me.
These halos are divided into two subsamples based on two
different criteria. We employ the concentration parameter cvir,
defined by the ratio Rvir/Rs with Rs being the scale radius of the
NFW profile and the mass accretion rate defined by

t M t M t t a t a t tlog log log logdyn dyn dyn( ) { [ ( )] [ ( )]} { [ ( )] [ ( )]}G º - - - - ,
with tdyn being the dynamical time estimated from halo masses
(Diemer 2017).8 Note that the radius Rs is estimated in rockstar
based on the maximum circular velocity (Klypin et al. 2011). In
both cases, we divide the halos into two halves, one with high
values of these indicators and the other with low values.

Figure 2. Stacked radial density profiles of N-body particles with even number of apocenter passages, ranging from p = 4 to 40. The four mass bins are displayed in the
upper three and the lower left panel for S, M, L, and XL, respectively. Additionally, the lower middle and right panels show the results obtained from 460 halos in the
mass range [4.1011, 2.30 × 1012] h−1 Me, which are further divided into the two subsamples based on the concentration parameter cvir and accretion rate Γdyn,
respectively (see Section 4.1 in detail). In each panel, the fitted results with Equation (1) are depicted as solid lines.

Figure 3. Dependence of the characteristic density A (upper) and scale S (lower)
on the number of apocenter passages, p, as determined by fitting to Equation (1)
for each mass bin (see legend). The thin solid curves represent the fitting
formulae, Equations (2) and (3). For comparison, predictions of the Fillmore–
Goldreich self-similar solutions are also shown for specific values of the
parameter ò (1/15, 1/6 and 1). In plotting these predictions, we identify the
position of radial caustics in the self-similar solutions with the characteristic
scale S(p) and derive A(p) by equating the masses contained in each stream. The
shaded regions for the predictions indicate uncertainty in identifying S(p) with
the position of the pth or (p + 1)th radial caustics of the self-similar solutions.

6 In the plot, the summation is conservatively taken up to p = 3000. The
change in density is less than 0.2% over the plotted range when we instead stop
at p = 300.
7 The logarithmic slope is estimated from discrete simulation data points with
statistical noise using the GEORGE Python package (Ambikasaran et al. 2015)
for the Gaussian process.
8 We use the virial mass, Mvir, to measure Γdyn, whereas Diemer (2017) uses
M200m.
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重力の非線形性が導く普遍性？

ʲ ʢ̰ʣܭڀݚըɺํڀݚ๏ͳͲ 1⃝ʢ͖ͭͮʣ ʳ
ֶज़มֵʢ̖ʣʢܭըʣ ̎

ΔͨΊɺີϓϩ͜ىʹతޮ͕ͷΤωϧΪʔަ࢜ಉࢠཚΛ௨ͯ͡μʔΫϚλʔཻࢄͯ
ϑΝΠϧ͕ͳ·͞ΕɺʮίΞʯͱݺΕΔখεέʔϧͷߏ͕࡞ΒΕΔɻ͜ͷίΞͷαΠζ
μʔΫϚλʔͷࣗݾ૬࡞ޓ༻ͷ͞ڧʹґଘ͢Δɻ

• ϑΝδʔμʔΫϚλʔʢۃΊ͍ͯܰΞΫγΦϯͳͲʣɿ௨ৗΞΫγΦϯ CDMͱͯ͠ৼΔ
͏ͨΊɺߏܗͷ؍͔ΒWIMPͱ۠ผ͢Δ͜ͱͰ͖ͳ͍ɻ͔͠͠ͳ͕Βͦͷ࣭
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• とんでもなく軽いダークマターで現れる性質（ ）mDM ∼ 10−22 eV

（２）Fuzzy DM：中心コア構造とハロー全体に成り立つ冪則

ド・ブロイ波長が天文学スケール（  ）λdB ∼ 0.5kpc†

（波動性と干渉効果の帰結？）
• Schrödinger-Poisson 方程式にもとづくシミュレーションで発見

Mocz et al. (’20)

and treats the dark matter as collisionless, an approximation
widely used in cosmology (e.g., [25]).
First structures in FDM, WDM, and CDM.—We illus-

trate the main conceptual differences between the anatomy
of the first star-forming structures with CDM, WDM, and
FDM in Fig. 1 by showing the dark matter, star, and gas
distributions across a filament. Figure 2 shows radial
profiles for a cross section perpendicular to the filament.
On large cosmological scales, the projected dark matter

density fields look similarly smooth inWDM and FDM: the
initial suppression in power at Lcutoff prevents the formation
of halos with masses below M1=2 ≃ 5 × 1010 M⊙ ×
ðm=10−22 eVÞ−4=3 [16], and the cosmic web is dominated
by dense filaments, which can fragment due to a linear
instability to form halos [34]. In contrast, CDM filaments
hierarchically fragment into nearly spherical subhalos that
are resolved down to the simulation mass resolution.

FDM and WDM strongly differ in their small-scale
structure. In WDM, filaments show sharp caustic features
in their dark matter distribution (Fig. 1), and the first
structures are cuspy (Fig. 2). WDM is also known to be
susceptible to discreteness noise [35]—i.e., numerical
fragmentation of filaments at late times—due to the lack
of a regularizing force, which is seen to an extent in our
simulations. In contrast, in FDM caustics are regularized by
the uncertainty principle, and structure shows interference
patterns from wave superposition. The quantum pressure
also prevents the artificial numerical fragmentation seen in
WDM. In filaments, the interference remains coherent due
to a limited number of wave velocities from the initial
collapse, and interference minima or maxima are aligned
on scales of a few × 100 kpc. Inside halos, the structure
is more complex: waves mimic the multiple shell
crossing in classical collisionless dynamics. Fluctuating

FIG. 1. Anatomy of a cosmic filament. We show, for CDM,WDM, and FDM cosmologies, (a) the projected dark matter distribution in
the simulation domain at redshift z ¼ 5.5, (b) projections of dark matter, gas, and stars in a filament, and (c) slices of the dark matter
through a filament. In CDM the dark matter fragments into subhalos on all scales. WDM exhibits rich caustic structures. FDM has
interference patterns at the scales of the de Broglie wavelength, which regularize caustic singularities. These differences in small-scale
structure will help constrain the elusive nature of dark matter.
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of the first star-forming structures with CDM, WDM, and
FDM in Fig. 1 by showing the dark matter, star, and gas
distributions across a filament. Figure 2 shows radial
profiles for a cross section perpendicular to the filament.
On large cosmological scales, the projected dark matter

density fields look similarly smooth inWDM and FDM: the
initial suppression in power at Lcutoff prevents the formation
of halos with masses below M1=2 ≃ 5 × 1010 M⊙ ×
ðm=10−22 eVÞ−4=3 [16], and the cosmic web is dominated
by dense filaments, which can fragment due to a linear
instability to form halos [34]. In contrast, CDM filaments
hierarchically fragment into nearly spherical subhalos that
are resolved down to the simulation mass resolution.

FDM and WDM strongly differ in their small-scale
structure. In WDM, filaments show sharp caustic features
in their dark matter distribution (Fig. 1), and the first
structures are cuspy (Fig. 2). WDM is also known to be
susceptible to discreteness noise [35]—i.e., numerical
fragmentation of filaments at late times—due to the lack
of a regularizing force, which is seen to an extent in our
simulations. In contrast, in FDM caustics are regularized by
the uncertainty principle, and structure shows interference
patterns from wave superposition. The quantum pressure
also prevents the artificial numerical fragmentation seen in
WDM. In filaments, the interference remains coherent due
to a limited number of wave velocities from the initial
collapse, and interference minima or maxima are aligned
on scales of a few × 100 kpc. Inside halos, the structure
is more complex: waves mimic the multiple shell
crossing in classical collisionless dynamics. Fluctuating

FIG. 1. Anatomy of a cosmic filament. We show, for CDM,WDM, and FDM cosmologies, (a) the projected dark matter distribution in
the simulation domain at redshift z ¼ 5.5, (b) projections of dark matter, gas, and stars in a filament, and (c) slices of the dark matter
through a filament. In CDM the dark matter fragments into subhalos on all scales. WDM exhibits rich caustic structures. FDM has
interference patterns at the scales of the de Broglie wavelength, which regularize caustic singularities. These differences in small-scale
structure will help constrain the elusive nature of dark matter.
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Figure 2 | A slice of the density field of the ψDM simulation on various
scales at z=0.1. This scaled sequence (each of thickness 60 pc) shows
how quantum interference patterns can be clearly seen everywhere from
the large-scale filaments, tangential fringes near the virial boundaries, to
the granular structure inside the haloes. Distinct solitonic cores with radii
∼0.3–1.6kpc are found within collapsed haloes (which have virial masses
Mvir∼ 109˘1011 M⊙). The density shown here spans over nine orders of
magnitude, from 10−1 to 108 (normalized to the cosmic mean density). The
colour map scales logarithmically, with cyan corresponding to density !10.

giving rise to a co-moving Jeans length, λJ ∝ (1+z)1/4m−1/2
B , during

the matter-dominated epoch17. The insensitivity of λJ to redshift, z ,
generates a sharp cutoffmass belowwhich structures are suppressed.
Cosmological simulations in this context turn out to be much
more challenging than standard N-body simulations, as the highest
frequency oscillations, ω, given approximately by the matter wave
dispersion relation, ω∝m−1

B λ
−2, where λ is the wavelength, occur

on the smallest scales, requiring very fine temporal resolution even
formoderate spatial resolution (Supplementary Fig. 1). In this work,
we optimize an adaptive-mesh-refinement (AMR) scheme, with
graphic processing unit acceleration, improving performance by
almost two orders of magnitude22 (see Supplementary Section 1
for details).

Figure 1 demonstrates that despite the completely different
calculations employed, the pattern of filaments and voids generated
by a conventional N-body particle"CDM simulation is remarkably
indistinguishable from the wavelike "ψDM for the same linear
power spectrum (Supplementary Fig. 3). Here " represents the
cosmological constant. This agreement is desirable given the
success of standard"CDM in describing the statistics of large-scale
structure. To examine the wave nature that distinguishesψDM from
CDM on small scales, we re-simulate with a very high maximum
resolution of 60 pc for a 2 Mpc co-moving box, so that the densest
objects formed of "300 pc size are well resolved with ∼103 grids. A
slice through this box is shown in Fig. 2, revealing fine interference
fringes defining long filaments, with tangential fringes near the
boundaries of virialized objects, where the de Broglie wavelengths
depend on the local velocity of matter. An unexpected feature of
ourψDMsimulations is the generation of prominent dense coherent
standing waves of dark matter in the centre of every gravitational
bound object, forming a flat core with a sharp boundary (Figs 2
and 3). These dark matter cores grow as material is accreted and
are surrounded by virialized haloes of material with fine-scale,
large-amplitude cellular interference, which continuously fluctuate
in density and velocity, generating quantum and turbulent pressure
support against gravity.

The central density profiles of all our collapsed cores fit well
the stable soliton solution of the Schrödinger–Poisson equation, as
shown in Fig. 3 (see also Supplementary Section 2 and Figs 2 and 4).
On the other hand, except for the lightest halo, which has just formed
and is not yet virialized, the outer profiles of other haloes possess a
steepening logarithmic slope, similar to the Navarro–Frenk–White
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Figure 3 | Radial density profiles of haloes formed in the ψDMmodel.
Dashed lines with various symbols show six examples of the halo profiles
normalized to the cosmic mean density. All haloes are found to possess a
distinct inner core fitted extremely well by the soliton solution (solid lines).
A detailed soliton fit for the largest halo is inset, where the error is the root-
mean-square scatter of density in each radial bin. A Navarro–Frenk–White
(NFW) profile representing standard CDM is also shown for comparison
(black dot-dashed line, with a very large scale radius of 10kpc), which fits
well the profiles outside the cores. The yellow hatched area indicates the
ρ300 of the dSph satellites around the Milky Way3,24, which is consistent
with the majority of galaxy haloes formed in the ψDM simulations.

(NFW) profile23 of standard CDM. These solitonic cores, which are
gravitationally self-bound and appear as additional mass clumps
superposed on the NFW profile, are clearly distinct from the cores
formed by WDM and collisional CDM, which truncate the NFW
cuspy inner profile at lower values and require an external halo for
confinement. The radius of the soliton scales inversely with mass,
such that the widest cores are the least massive and are hosted by the
least massive galaxies. Eighty percent of the haloes in the simulation
have an average density within 300 pc (defined as ρ300) in the range
5.3× 10−3–6.1× 10−1 M⊙/pc3, consistent with the dSph satellites
around the Milky Way3,24, and objects like these are resilient to
close interaction with massive galaxies. By contrast, the very lowest
mass objects in our simulation have ρ300 ∼ 4.0× 10−4 M⊙/pc3 and
Mvir ∼108 M⊙, but exist only briefly as they are vulnerable to tidal
disruption by large galaxies in our simulations. Together with the
cutoff in the power spectrum at the Jeans scale (Supplementary
Fig. 3), this leads to a marked suppression of substructure below
a few times 108 M⊙ relative to the prediction of standard CDM
(refs 8,9). A quantitative evaluation of the mass function of satellite
galaxies predicted by ψDM with larger simulations is thus another
crucial test to be addressed.

The prominent solitonic cores uncovered in our simulations
provide an opportunity to estimate the boson mass, mB, by
comparison with observations, particularly for dSph galaxies where
dark matter dominates. The local Fornax dSph galaxy is the best
studied case, with thousands of stellar velocity measurements,
allowing a detailed comparison with our soliton mass profile.
We perform a Jeans analysis for the dominant intermediate
metallicity stellar population, which exhibits a nearly uniform
projected velocity dispersion (σ∥; ref. 25). We simultaneously
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accuracy. The relevant physical quantities scale as ðxc; ρc;
Mc; EcÞ → ðλ−1xc; λ4ρc; λMc; λ3EcÞ, where xc, ρc,Mc, and
Ec are the core radius, density, mass, and energy, respec-
tively. The soliton density profile can be well fit by [39]

ρcðxÞ ¼
1.9a−1ðmψ=10−23 eVÞ−2ðxc=kpcÞ−4

½1þ 9.1 × 10−2ðx=xcÞ2&8
M⊙pc−3;

ð3Þ

accurate to 2% in the range 0 ≤ x≲ 3xc. Here we define xc
as the radius at which the density drops to one-half its peak
value, and Mc as the enclosed mass within xc. Note that
Mðx ≤ 3xcÞ makes up about 95% of the total soliton mass,
and the half-mass radius is ∼1.45xc.
To address the core-halo configuration, we conduct three

structure formation simulations of different realizations
with a spatial resolution up to 60 pc in a 2 Mpc comoving
box. These runs begin at the matter-radiation equality
around z ¼ 3200 and end at z ¼ 0. Note that the small
simulation box will affect the statistical properties of halos
such as the mass function [63], but should have a small
impact on the core-halo relation addressed in this Letter,
which mainly relies on the virialization of each individual
halo and is insensitive to the initial power spectrum.
We demonstrate this point by tracing several halos in a
20 Mpc box with the same spatial resolution as in the
2 Mpc simulations. Another simulation with a 40 Mpc box
is conducted from z ¼ 3200 to z ¼ 8 for probing the high-
redshift galaxies. Our results verify that halos at different
redshifts all contain self-similar solitonic cores. Density
granules of about the same size as the solitonic core are
apparent throughout the halos (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [39] for an
illustration). This is an important feature for the core-halo
connection and will be explained later. The soliton profile is
redshift dependent. To see this, note that as long as a can be
regarded as a constant, the SP equation can be rewritten into
a redshift-independent form by introducing a set of rescaled
variables: ðτ0; x0;ψ 0; V 0Þ≡ ða1=2τ; a1=4x;ψ ; a1=2VÞ. It fol-
lows that the soliton radius in the comoving (unprimed)
coordinates scales as a−1=4 for a fixed peak core density.
Figure 1 shows the density profiles of typical halos in the
simulations at five different epochs, z ¼ 12.0, 8.0, 2.2, 0.9,
and 0.0, in the unprimed coordinates. The agreements of the
simulation data to both the λ and a scalings are excellent.
A question naturally arises concerning the relation

between solitonic cores and their host halos. Aided by
our structure formation simulations, we find all collapsed
objects approximately follow a redshift-dependent core-halo
mass relation:

Mc ∝ a−1=2M1=3
h : ð4Þ

The halo virial mass is defined asMh ≡ ð4πx3vir=3ÞζðzÞρm0,
where xvir is the comoving virial radius and ζðzÞ≡f18π2þ
82½ΩmðzÞ−1&−39½ΩmðzÞ−1&2g=ΩmðzÞ∼350ð180Þ at z ¼
0 (z ≥ 1) [64]. Note that this definition of virial mass is

the same as that for CDM. This is because once an object
exceeds the Jeans mass on its way to collapse, the dynamics
is almost identical to the cold collapse, for which the eikonal
approximation of wave dynamics to particle dynamics holds
until virialization takes place. Figure 2 shows this scaling
relation over 3 orders of magnitude in halo mass from 108

to 5 × 1011M⊙. We demonstrate the redshift evolution by
showing coalescence of the core-halo mass relations of
halos at different epochs between 10 > z > 0, as well as the
evolutionary trajectory of a single halo. Note that low-
redshift, massive halos in the 2 Mpc runs show a relatively
larger scatter, which could be due to the small box effect,
while massive halos in the 20 Mpc run do converge to our
analytical prediction. In all cases the deviation of the core
mass from Eq. (4) is less than a factor of 2. Also note that the
halos in the simulations with a mass several times 108M⊙
are found to be dominated by the central solitons, a key for
estimating the minimumhalo mass, as will be discussed later.
To understand this core-halo mass relation, we further

conduct a set of controlled numerical experiments, where
multiple solitons are initially placed randomly with zero
velocity and start to merge until the systems relax. Solitons
are chosen as a convenient initial condition for their
stability. Here we assume a ¼ const and zero background
density. We would like to know whether the core-halo
configuration still persists in a different setting from
cosmological structure formation, and if so, we want to
ascertain what factors determine the soliton scale among
the infinite number of self-similar solutions. Intuitively, one
expects that the final relaxed state should lose the memory
of its initial configuration and thus depends only on the
globally conserved quantities, namely, the total massM and

FIG. 2 (color online). Core-halo mass relation. Filled squares,
other filled symbols, and open symbols show the 40 Mpc, 2 Mpc,
and 20 Mpc simulations, respectively. Symbols with different
shapes represent halos at different redshift ranges, except that
crosses trace the evolution of a single halo. Dashed line shows the
analytical prediction given by Eq. (6) (see text for details).
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For WDM a tension arises when requiring the relatively
large cores of dwarf spheroidal galaxies without violating
the small-scale power constrained by the Lyman-α forest
[41,52–54]. For ψDM this problem may be less severe due
to the sharper small-scale break in its linear power spectrum
as compared to WDM [2,51]. The power spectrum is
marginally consistent with the Lyman-α forest observa-
tions, while adding a small amount of CDM component
(∼10%) can certainly further relieve the tension [51].
High-z number counts provide another constraint for
galaxies at 6 ≤ z ≤ 8 [55]. We notice that the ψDM power
spectrum starts to deviate from CDM at k ∼ 7h Mpc−1 [39],
corresponding to a halo mass of ∼5 × 109M⊙. Above this
mass scale the ψDM galaxy number density should be
close to CDM, and therefore consistent with the observa-
tional constraint [55,56]. Larger ψDM simulations with the
addition of baryons will be invaluable for supporting these
arguments and testing with the forthcoming observations
such as the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) [57]
and Advanced Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarization
(AdvACT) [58].
Previous theoretical work on ψDM halos mainly focused

on two aspects: (i) a stationary soliton profile with or
without self-interaction [35,36,46] or (ii) a Navarro-Frenk-
White (NFW) profile [24] with its inner cusp replaced by a
flat core [2,51]. In either case, the detailed connection
between cores and halos in the fully nonlinear regime has
not been addressed. This question can be best answered by
simulations. The first attempt of three-dimensional simu-
lations of the ψDM structure formation came to light only a
few years ago [38], revealing complex interference fringes
and a halo profile similar to NFW. This work, however,
did not have sufficient spatial resolution for resolving the
innermost cores. More recently, Schive et al. [39] made a
great leap forward in the ψDM simulations by taking
advantage of an adaptive mesh refinement scheme powered
by graphic processing units acceleration [59]. A prominent
solitonic core is found in every halo, appearing as a self-
bound mass clump superposed on the NFW profile (see
Fig. 1). This surprising core configuration is apparently
different from the linear prediction of ψDM [51], WDM
[41], and collisional dark matter [43], in all of which a
constant-density core is introduced truncating the otherwise
cuspy NFW profile. Using the stellar phase-space distri-
bution of the Fornax dwarf spheroidal galaxy, the soliton
profile is found to be consistent with observations assuming
mψ ¼ ð8.0þ1.8

−2.0Þ × 10−23 eV. Furthermore, this work dem-
onstrates that ψDM can clear the “Catch 22” problem
facing WDM.
In this Letter, we examine the relationship between

the solitonic core and the host halo, which we quantify
statistically with simulations. We demonstrate that the
solitonic core and the halo always coexist in a relaxed,
self-bound system of ψDM. The core mass is tightly related
to the halo specific energy, which, for cosmological

structure formation, leads to a simple redshift-dependent
core-halo mass relation.
Wave mechanics of ψDM is governed by the Schrödinger-

Poisson (SP) equation [60,61]. In an expanding universe, the
equation can be written in the comoving coordinates as

!
i
∂
∂τ þ

∇2

2
− aV

"
ψ ¼ 0 ð1Þ

and

∇2V ¼ 4πðjψ j2 − 1Þ; ð2Þ

where the comoving length x is normalized to ðð3=8πÞ
H2

0Ωm0Þ−1=4ðmψ=ℏÞ−1=2, the time normalized to dτ≡
ðð3=8πÞH2

0Ωm0Þ1=2a−2dt, and the wave function ψ normal-
ized to ðρm0=mψ Þ1=2. HereH0, Ωm0, and ρm0 are the present
Hubble parameter, matter density parameter, and back-
ground mass density, respectively, and V is the gravitational
potential. An important feature of the SP equation is
its scaling symmetry [60,62]. It can be easily seen that
when jψ j2 ≫ 1 and a ¼ const, the SP equation remains
unchanged under the transformation ðτ; x;ψ ; VÞ → ðλ−2τ;
λ−1x; λ2ψ ; λ2VÞ for arbitrary λ. Having very high densities
and forming in a short time compared with the Hubble time,
all solitonic cores hence conform to this λ scaling to a high

FIG. 1 (color online). Density profiles of ψDM halos. Dashed
lines with various open symbols show five examples at different
redshifts between 12 ≥ z ≥ 0. The DM density is normalized to
the cosmic background density. A distinct core forms in every
halo as a gravitationally self-bound object, satisfying the redshift-
dependent soliton solution (solid lines) upon proper λ scaling. As
a convergence test, filled circles show the same z ¼ 0 halo (the
most massive one) but with 8 times higher resolution. Filled
diamonds show an example from the soliton collision simulations
arbitrarily renormalized to the comoving coordinates at z ¼ 0.
The same z ¼ 8 halo in a CDM simulation (filled squares) fit by a
NFW profile (dot-dashed line) is also shown for comparison.
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(e.g., Schive et al. ’14, Safarzadeh & Spergel ’20; Hayashi & Obata ’20; Khelashvili et al. ’23; …)

ダークマター質量の観測的制限に応用されている

最近ではこの普遍性に疑問符が…

Schwabe et al. ’16, Du et al. ‘17, Mocz et al.  ’17, Nori & Baldi ‘21, Mina et al. ’22, Chan et al. ’22, ….

べき指数が違う、多様性がある、etc.

解析モデル：

数値シミュレーション：

単一べきで表されない、ハロー合体・進化史に依存
AT & Saga ’22, Kawai et al. ‘23

高解像度シミュレーションと合わせて理論的な考察が必要

とはいえ、 近傍宇宙の矮小銀河
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B. Core-halo mass relations in CDM
and FDM cosmologies

In this subsection, incorporating the C-M relation
cvirðMhÞ into the results shown Fig. 6, we compare the
predicted core-halo relations with simulation results.
It is known that the C-M relation acquires various

dependencies on cosmology and redshift through the for-
mation and merger history of halos. As a result, at low-mass
halos of our interest, it becomes rather sensitive to the cutoff
of the initial power spectrum. Here, as representative
examples, we examine the two C-M relations given for
different cosmological models. One is the C-M relation of

the FDM model. The linear power spectrum of this model
exhibits a sharp cutoff at the wave number k1=2 ∼
4.5ðmϕ=10−22 eVÞ4=9 Mpc−1 [6,7], and this cutoff leads
to the formation of low-concentration halos with a sup-
pressed abundance, analogous to the case in the warm dark
matter model (e.g., Refs. [54,55]). At present, there is a little
work to numerical study the C-M relation in a relevant
cosmological setup. We adopt the analytical C-M relation
proposed by Ref. [56], who applied it to predict the two-
point statistics of galaxies and weak lensing based on the
halo model prescription. Another C-M relation we examine
is the one of the CDMmodel. In contrast to the FDMmodel,
the power spectrum of the CDM model does not have any
typical cutoff at relevant scales of structure formation. Thus,
a sizable amount of halos is formed, and this results in the
high concentration halos at small halo masses. We adopt the
C-M relation given by Ref. [57], which has been calibrated
by cosmological N-body simulations to quantitatively
match the measured C-M relation (see also Refs. [58–60]
for recent improved modeling).
The analytical expressions for the C-M relation of both

models are summarized in Appendix A 2. Based on these,
Fig. 7 shows the C-M relations of the FDM (blue) and
CDM (red) models. Since the C-M relation measured
in simulations is known to have a large scatter (e.g.,
Refs. [57,61–65]), we also show in Fig. 7 the 1 and 2σ
errors around the mean C-M relation, assuming the log-
normal distribution with the scatter of 0.16 dex [65].
Using these C-M relations and their scatter in Fig. 7, we

compute the core-halo relations, and the predictions are
plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 for FDM and CDM models,
respectively. Together with the fitting function found

FIG. 7. C-M relation for the FDM and CDM models. Adopting
the analytical models presented in Refs. [56,57] (see Appendix A 2
for their analytical expressions), the concentration parameter cvir is
plotted as a function of halo mass in blue and red lines for FDM
and CDM models, respectively. The faint and dark shaded area
indicate the 1σ and 2σ errors, assuming the log-normal distribution
of cvir with dispersion given by 0.16 dex.

FIG. 8. The soliton core-halo mass relation adopting the C-M relation for the FDMmodel. Incorporating the C-M relation of Ref. [56]
into the predictions shown in Fig. 6, the results of the core radius vs halo mass (left) and the core mass vs halo mass (right) relations are
plotted, together with measured results from numerical simulations, for which the median values and dispersions are also evaluated in
each halo mass bin and are plotted as large filled circles and error bars, respectively. In plotting the predictions, we assume, for each halo
mass, the log-normal distribution of cvir, and evaluate the median and the scatter in the core-halo relation. In each panel, the thick solid
line is the median relation, while the faint and dark shaded areas, respectively, show the 1σ and 2σ scatter arising from the scatter in cvir.
Note that the median relations shown here are hardly distinguishable from the predictions computed with the mean C-M relation. For
reference, the gray dashed lines are the scaling relations numerically found by Ref. [53].
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まとめ
宇宙の大規模構造：ダークマターの重力が支配する巨大な無衝突自己重力多体系

‣非線形領域（小スケール）で形成されるダークマターハロー

‣ダークマターの性質とハローの構造に見られる普遍性

極限非平衡現象としてみたダークマター優勢宇宙の構造形成

‣宇宙年齢   緩和時間   宇宙の構造形成は本質的に非平衡系≪ →

非平衡現象の解明は天文観測によるダークマター探索や宇宙論の検証にとって重要

（２例：WIMP DMのカスプ構造とFuzzy DMのコア・ハロー関係）

ダークマター以外の影響（バリオンの効果）も含めた非平衡進化過程の理解へ

（＝自己重力で束縛された準平衡系）
未解明
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